
28 FEBRUARY – 4 MARCH  |   NEPAL

#CAMPN19@PURIGARCIACOACH

MIRA RAI
PRO ATHLETE, WINNER OF THE BEN NEVIS ULTRA, MONT 

BLANC 80 KM, KING OF THE HILLS  |  PODIUM AT THE 
ULTRA PIRINEU, 3 PEAKS RACE, BUFFALO STAMPEDE

LUCY BARTHOLOMEW
PRO ATHLETE, WINNER OF THE TARAWERA 

ULTRAMARATHON, ULTRA-TRAIL AUSTRALIA  |  PODIUM 
MARATHON DU MONT BLANC 80KM

LAIA DIEZ
WINNER AT CATALONIA ULTRA TRAIL AND COMPRESSPORT TRAIL 

MENORCA  |  PODIUM AT TRANSGRANCANARIA, 5TH TDS ULTRA 
TRAIL MONT BLANC, TOP 10 AT MARATHON DES SABLES

PURI GARCIA
ATHLETE AND CEO OF PG COACH. WINNER OF THE BROMO TENGGER 

ULTRA TRAIL  |  PODIUM AT THE NORTH FACE 50, XTERRA LANGKAWI 
AND CAMI DE CAVALLAS, TOP 10 AT MARATHON DES SABLES, TOP 10 AT 

MARATHON DES SABLES (AGE GROUP)

RAFA GARCIA
PODIUM AT EXTRENMAN, TRAIL SERRA TRAMUNTANA IRONMAN 

70.30 ALCUDIA, TOP 10 AT MARATHON DES SABLES (AGE GROUP)

https://www.facebook.com/purigarciacoach/
https://www.facebook.com/purigarciacoach/


Up your running game. Get out of the door. Win that mental battle.
The body achieves what the mind believes.

OUR
MANTRA



 TRAIL RUNNING CAMP
 WELLNESS RETREAT
 CHARITY PROJECT

We’ll explore Nepal in a way that leaves you plenty of time to 
tune in to what drives you in running and in life. Indulge in a 
week of things that are sure to feed your soul: travel, adventure, 
fun, education and help The Nepal community.

Through our practical running form clinics, informative discussions, mindful 
movement and free time for quiet contemplation, you’ll stop the energy 
drains and divert your energy back into your running.

Hosted in the town of Bandipur, this 5 days running, wellness and training 
camp promises the rare opportunity to receive personalized coaching from 
some of the world’s best trail and ultrarunners.

PG Coach and Mira Rai are partnering to 
o�er both seasoned and aspiring trail 
runners an exclusive opportunity to run 
with world-class athletes and coaches in 
a world-class destination. 



WHY THE
CAMP?

UNDERSTAND THE MAIN 
FUELING PRINCIPLES

Learn the best pre/during/post fueling  
strategies to achieve your goals

PREPARE YOUR 
RACES BETTER

 Learn the secrets to 
prepare your season.

TRAIN SMARTER, 
NOT HARDER
Become intentional with each run, whether 
it’s to get faster or clear your mind.

RUN SUSTAINABLY
Learn how to build a consistent, 
sustainable running routine that 
fits into your busy schedule.
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RUN WITH THE PROS
Share the trail running camp with 
some of the most important 
world pros.



Workshops, speeches, guided runs on gear, nutrition, 
race preparation, mind setting, technique.

LEARN FROM
THE PROS



Train in di�erent levels with the 
probably best trail runners on the 

planet around the mythic trails of Nepal

Discover unchartered territories of Nepal. From single 
tracks to the steepest climbs. From ancient forests to 
the highest hills of the planet

BODY

While you are enjoying this unique experience we 
will be helping those that have higher needs. We 

will be helping the foundation Mira Rai Initiatives DO GOOD

NEPAL

We will exercise our body and our 
mind as this is going to be a 
mindfulness and wellness campMIND



OUR TEAM
OF PROS

MIRA RAI LAIA DIEZ RAFA GARCIA

LUCY
BARTHOLOMEW

PURI GARCIA



MIRA RAI
Since bursting onto the international trail running scene in 2014, Mira's story has 
inspired people around the world. Raised in a remote village in Eastern Nepal, Mira 
left school at 12 to support her family before leaving home to join the Maoist 
rebels aged just 14. For Mira, this was an opportunity – a chance to train, learn new 
skills, and break free from the inequality of rural life. 

After the end of the insurgency, Mira moved to Kathmandu in search of a brighter 
future. A chance encounter with Richard Ball, director of Trail Running Nepal, saw 
her enter her first trail running competition. She placed first, and has since raced 
around the world, winning many prestigious events and even being named 
National Geographic Adventurer of the Year. 

Following an injury in early 2016, Mira has focussed her e�orts on developing a 
new generation of athletes in Nepal, giving them the opportunities she feels so 
lucky to have had. 



LUCY
BARTHOLOMEW

I started running to spend time with my Dad, he is the one who lead me down this trail of 
living; showed me what the earth has to o�er, helped me find a balance and gave me the 
appreciation for the body and the mind.

At 15 years old I watched my Dad complete his first 100 km event in the Blue Mountains 
and I was inspired by the people, the landscape and the energy that this type of 
endurance event involved; I wanted to be involved. I took part in my first 100 km race at 
the age of 16 years old alongside my Dad, sharing steps together along the Surf Coast of 
Victoria. From there I wanted to keep finding new challenges: from competing in a 250 
km multistage race in the Simpson Desert to travelling overseas as part of the Australian 
trail running and skyrunning team.

With the support of many people and sponsors I have continued to find new challenges, 
explore new areas and learn more about myself and meet new people. Thank you for 
following me on my journey.



LAIA DIEZ
I am Laia Diez Fontanet.  I graduated in Sciences of Physical Activity and Sport and 
participated in a Postgraduate Course in Physical Preparation of Collective Sport at 
FC Barcelona. I am also a chiropractor and CEO Escola de Trail Laia Diez.
 
I am currently a Personal Trainer. For more than 10 years I have been dedicated to 
the field of training. Coaching several runners with totally di�erent profiles and 
more specialised in the world of Ultramarathons. I coach a number of pros as Pau 
Capell and Fernanda Maciel (North Face pro team).
 
On a personal level I have participated in several Adventure Raids, among them 
the World Championships. And since the 2012 season I am an runner of the Ultra 
Trail World Tour and Skyrunning World Series Ultra.



PURI GARCIA
I am currently a Personal Trainer, based in Singapore, with an o�cial Certified Ironman 
Coach title. Winner of a few Ultra Trail Run races, Marathon Runner, Cyclist and mother. 
My passions are health and performance.
 
I grew up in Barcelona, Spain. I began to do sports when I was 10. By then my parents 
had a gym which was my second home. After studying Physical Education I mastered 
sports marketing. During these 20 years of experience, I have coached hundreds of 
talents living emotional experiences.
 
Since my days in Barcelona I practiced multiple sports: swimming, cycling, trail running, 
road running, and loved every single one of them. I continued my fitness journey to 
Brazil, where I trained hard every day until a breast cancer kicked in. I fought and was 
able to get through it and come back even stronger! I believe in the benefits of exercise 
and health improvement but always customizing plans and having fun.



RAFA GARCIA
CEO of Factoría de Aventura in Spain, adventure sports for kids company.

Retired from competitive football and I started running to stay in shape. I found the 
balance and it  gave me the motivation to continue in the inustry. I wanted to be 
involved in endurance sports, i have always loved new challenges and so i continued 
competing in Triathlons, trail running... to find new adventures and to push myself.

The last big race was in 2018, Marathon des Sables where I learned more about 
myself, to push my limits and goals.

From Mallorca Spain, a very competitive and strong person, love to help people to 
find their limits. Always putting all my e�ort into everything I set out to do in my life.



FYI

WHEN
28 FEB - 4 MAR 2019

WHERE
Village of Bandipur
Hotel: The Old Inn Bandipur

WEATHER
Expect between
20°C – 24°C

CONNECTIVITY
Arrivals & departures:
Kathmandu
Transfer 3h 45mins: 
Katmandu - Bandipur - Katmandu

REGISTRATION FEE
EUR 1,015  |  SGD 1,595 

Price includes camp, Nepal transfers, meals 
& accommodation. Not including flights

*Payment details on last page

https://www.welcomenepal.com/places-to-see/bandipur.html
http://www.theoldinnbandipur.com/home.php#/2/


DAY 1  |  28 FEB

Breakfast

Transfer 
to Bandipur

Lunch

Nap

Prep Races Workshop

Run 3 Groups II

Trail Running Physiology 
Workshop 

Dinner 
Speech: How to Prep a 
Year of Running

DAY 0  |  27 FEB

Arrivals
in Kathmandu

Group Dinner
Camp Presentation

DAY 2  |  1 MAR

Breakfast

Stretching

Run 3 Groups 
Focus: Hills

Lunch

Nap

Downhill Technique

Run in 3 Groups

Nutrition Workshop
 (Race Nutrition)

Dinner 
Keynote: Best 
Running Experiences

DAY 3  |  2 MAR

Breakfast

Nepal history 
with Mira & team

Run 3 Groups 
Focus: Endurance

Lunch

Nap

Charity activity 
with Bandipur School

Firecamp Dinner
Mental Preparation
(pre, during, after race)

DAY 4  | 3 MAR

Breakfast

Stretching

Run 3 Groups 
Focus: Technique

Lunch

Nap

Gear Workshop

Nutrition Workshop 
(pre race)

Dinner
Keynote: Overcoming 
Worst Experiences

DAY 5  |  4 MAR

Breakfast

Yoga

Hiking

Transfer to Kathmandu

Dinner in Kathmandu 
(optional) or departure



This is a charitable organisation registered in Nepal. It aims to create 
and develop opportunities for young women to run and develop their 
talents. 

We also want to work with the school of Bandipur in a number of 
di�erent activities.

https://miraraiinitiative.org/

THE MIRA RAI
INITIATIVE 

https://miraraiinitiative.org


Runs will vary in distance depending on runners’ abilities and interests

Beginner group will run anywhere from 10-15 Km per day, while experienced runners will run between 25 and 50 
Km with di�erent elevation gains.

All of our morning runs start as one group at the same trail, with the faster group running longer, while slower 
runners do a shorter variation. Those wanting to log additional miles will also have the opportunity for a second 
run in the afternoon. 

Each morning run will focus on a di�erent trail-running skill, with coaches providing on-the-fly feedback to ensure 
guests have the best experience on the trails.

All runners are able to go at their own pace always accompanied by a Guide or Coach. No one will be on their own.  

This camp is best suited for those with the fitness level to be able to run at least 6 Km continuously on roads. 

Previous trail running experience is not required.

Love trail running? You care about soul, mind, nutrition? 

Also want to make a positive impact in the Nepali community? 

Then this is your camp!

EXTRA INFO

TRAIL RUNS

WHO IS THIS
CAMP FOR?



How to ascend long climbs and short, steep trail sections

How to descend safely and without “frying” your leg muscles

How to adeptly navigate technical (rocky, rooty, challenging) terrain

When going from roads to trails, how to alter pacing and cadence and breathing, especially at high altitude.

How to fuel and hydrate yourself before, during and after runs

How to recover optimally on your rest days in order to maintain high training quality

How to train for your next trail race while keeping running playful and fun (and avoiding burnout!)

What gear is best for di�erent terrain, distances, and weather condition

We will have three one-hour workshops during the camp, each focused on a di�erent topic. Using questions 
submitted by the participants in advance, we will focus the workshops on each topic, using engaging discussions 
to educate and inspire participants.

WE HOPE
THAT YOU
WILL LEARN:

WORKSHOPS

EXTRA INFO



YOU WILL... make cultural discoveries

meet some of the world's friendliest people

notice your tourist dollars making a di�erence

experience breathtaking sceneries

awaken your tastebuds



PAYMENT
DETAILS
*Please indicate
"Trail Run Camp N19"

via
Send payment to puri.singapore@hotmail.com

via BANK TRANSFER
Account name PG COACH LLP
Account no. 100 904 848 4 (DBS Bank)
Bank code 7171
Branch code 100
SWIFT code DBSSSGSG  
Bank address 12 Marina Boulevard, DBS Asia Central, Marina Bay 

Financial Centre Tower 3, Singapore 018982

https://www.paypal.com/home


(See you there!)

PURI GARCIA
CEO PG Coach

MIRA RAI
Pro athlete


